END OF WELL REPORT FOR DIRECTIONAL DRILLING SERVICES

COLUMBIA COUNTY, OREGON
MIST GAS FIELD, MW22DH-22-65
2539.10501831

Drilling Planning Center of Bakersfield, California
Prepared By: Thomas Sundberg 02 Feb 1998
Phone: (805) 559-7590  Fax: (805) 559-7593

Schlumberger
Anedrill

NORTHWEST NATURAL GAS COMPANY
MIST GAS FIELD
INCIDENT-22-65
MIST GAS FIELD
COLUMBIA CO., OREGON

SURVEY LISTING
Well name: MIST-22-65
Your ref.: Survey 6/0/98
Our ref.: 12/01/98
Date printed: 2/26/98
Date received: 2/26/98

Field is centered on 45° 35' 52.576" W 113° 14' 38.2"
Structure is centered on 128689.493, 862154.521